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Chairman’s Chat
Hello,
1400 recruits for Armistice Day. Can it be done? I don’t
see why not, but have you seen the publicity? It takes
a bit of finding, but it’s there. Look on the web
Ringing-for-Peace.
What can we do to move this project forward. They
(The Central Council) haven’t told us what’s proposed
yet, but there should be an announcement soon. At the
moment it doesn’t sound too ambitious. These “new
ringers could be involved in some supported ringing on
the actual day”. I would hope we could go further than
this. Any ringers recruited now should be well on their
way to be full members, not just taking part in
“supported rounds”.
In the normal course of events our Branch recruits enough members. Out of a
possible 30,000 active ringers in the country (and that’s a guess, before I’m told it’s
40,000 or 20,000) and with a Branch membership of around 400 the target would be
around 20 recruits, trained up by next November, marked by enrolment as Associate
members. Obviously, people cease to be members, so I would like to see a net
increase of 20. Now that would be a proper target for us. Can we achieve it? All we
need is one recruit, trained and retained at each of our towers and we’d be
motoring. So let’s hit the road.
Happy Christmas and a great New Year
Bob
(Robert Schofield, Oxenhope)

Membership Matters
YACR Western Branch - North Cove Meeting 16 September 2017
New/ returning members

Kildwick
Pudsey
New Mill

Returning Qualified David Pearson
New Associate
Gillian Berry, Ben Seward, Peter Seward, Theresa Clark,
Edward Askew and Tina Tipping
Returning Qualified James Hayden
New Associate
Deborah Ely

At Tykes Day on 5 November 2017

St Mary, Todmorden
Qualified

Shaun Donnelly

At Lightcliffe Quiz Night on 18 November

St Mary the Virgin Oxenhope
Kildwick
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Advanced from Associate to Qualified
Advanced from Associate to Qualified

Amelia Rankin
Ed Askew

An In-tents Heritage Open Day at Ilkley

After much talking (but insufficient action) last year, we finally got ourselves organised in time for this
year’s Heritage Open Day on 9th September. And what a success!! Over 80 people turned up – thanks in no
small part to the efforts of Simon and our new recruit, Kathryn, who went out and about in the town with
our ‘Sign up and see bell ringing’ leaflets. The Saturday morning shoppers in Booth’s supermarket proved
powerless to resist Kathryn’s ‘Apprentice’ style recruitment technique.
Andrew Drury, the driving force behind the day, had also set up an online booking system (how impressive
is that?) and we actually had people using it to book a time slot for a tower visit.
Through our scout connections, we’d borrowed a small but very sturdy marquee to house our display
boards and provide a meeting point at the base of the tower - and this proved absolutely invaluable midmorning when a real cloudburst passed over Ilkley and dropped most of its rain directly on us (or rather the
tent).
After a brief introductory talk from Andrew, the visitors came up the tower in small groups to see some
demonstration ringing and hear a little more about the way it all works. After that, there was no shortage
of people of all ages eager to have a go with the younger ones, as usual, keen to demonstrate they were
better than their parents. (They were!) As a result, five people expressed an interest in learning to ring and
two of them are now progressing very well through the bell handling stage.
So, an excellent day of ringing promotion and recruitment, made possible by the hard work and
enthusiasm of ringers from Ilkley, Addingham and Otley.
And now we have our Grand Plan, we’re all set for Heritage Day 2018…. Sue Green
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Notes from the Ringing Master
First of all, congratulations to all who took part in the
Branch Quarter Peal Fortnight in November. A good
total of 25 performances were recorded and can be
viewed on Bell Board using the link
https://bb.ringingworld.co.uk/event.php?id=7106
Particularly pleasing were the number of firsts,
including first quarters for Huw Griffiths (at Armitage
Bridge) and Amelia Rankin (at Oxenhope), first
quarters inside for Claire Bowman and Jenny Liston
(both at Addingham) and first on 12 for Rebecca Kirby
(who also achieved her first on 8 as conductor with a band half of whom had not rung the method
– St Simon’s Bob Triples – before). Well done all (and also those not specifically mentioned –
explore the link to find out more!).
I’ve also been continuing to analyse the peals and quarters rung through the year – the map below
(for which thanks to Kevin Haseldine who produced it) shows in red those towers which have had
a peal or quarter so far this year (as at 2 December) and in black those that have not. Will any of
the black ones turn red before the end of the year? Watch this space (or go and organise
something!).
Finally a few short touches of Bob Minor for filling in prior to service:
•

For 36, call three bobs in succession;

•

For 72, call a bob to make yourself run in, and another when you dodge in 5-6 up (“in and
wrong”). If you are ringing the 4 or 6 you will need to call the bob at wrong (when you
dodge 5-6 up) first, then the bob to make yourself run in. If you call it the wrong way
round it will still come round, but will be longer (and false).

•

For 108, call two bobs and miss one, three times (that is bob, bob, plain, bob, bob, plain,
bob, bob, plain).

For more practice at calling Bob Minor, why not join the conducting club? Let me know if you
would like more details.
Happy New Year.
Andy
(Andy Sutherland, Ilkley)
aspsrs@btinternet.com
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`Huddersfield Ringers Trip to Lancashire
On a summer’s day in August, seventeen intrepid ringers, from various churches in the Huddersfield area
ventured over the hills to ‘that other place’, organised by Peter Murgatroyd. It did help that we were not
all Yorkshire born and bred, so went ‘boldly forth’, knowing that the only challenge would be the bells, not
the natives. Challenged certainly were some of the less experienced, with the range of weights of the
tenors being between 24 cwt and 1 cwt, with ground floor ringing as well.

We started the day in St. Peter’s, Newton-le-Willows (pictured), a delightful sounding place founded by the
Normans, though the church is Victorian. The tower has 10 bells and at 24 cwt had the heaviest tenor of
our tour. The tower was pleasant and light, with windows letting in the summer warmth. It was a good
tower to start the day because there was a bell weight to suit everyone and we made a magnificent sound
with all 10 bells raised.
We arrived at the next tower of All Saints, Rainford with guests already turning up early for a wedding. We
knew we had to finish before the wedding at 13.00 but imagine our surprise when some of the tower
ringers had been held up and six of our company ended up ringing before the wedding. How fortunate was
that, and what a bonus to ringing in this 8 bell tower (Tenor 13cwt). As a fairly new ringer, it is good
belonging to this rare breed called bell-ringers, who welcome and help each other out.
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After a packed lunch picnic in Rainford Parish Hall, we wound across country to our next tower. We
certainly covered some ground in Merseyside and seemed to keep passing Knowsley Safari Park.
However, our next challenge was St Michael’s church in Huyton. They were certainly an eye-opener for the
less experienced amongst us but no one was put off and everyone rang. It was also good to sit in the main
body of the church and chat to each other and glean information from Oliver’s father, who is Tower Captain
there, yet feel at the same time we were also part of the ringing we could see behind the glass partition.
If we thought the last tower was a challenge, we didn’t realise what was coming next, in St Bartholomew’s
Roman Catholic Church, Rainhill. For the inexperienced ringer, the light bells which had replaced heavier
ones were a surprise to put it mildly, with the tenor weighing in a t 2 cwt. The sound was also ‘different’,
being high-pitched. It could be easy to be discourteous about the sound of these light bells because we are
used to our heavier, resonant bells but it is all relative to what we are used to. Also the ringers here ring
regularly, including quarter peals, and have a love for their bells as we do for ours.
We then moved down
the road to another
surprise – St Anne’s,
Rainhill – which I can
only describe as ‘dinky’
in every respect,
including the ringing
chamber as well as the
tower and bells. For a
start, we could only fit
into this 6 bell tower
six at a time by steps
and a trap door. Then
we could only ring by
closing the trap door
and standing on it to
ring the treble. The
previous tower
prepared us for this
one and the shock of a
1 cwt tenor did not
somehow come so
much as a surprise, though after the last tower one of our ringers was happy to sit this one out. Again, a
high-pitched sound but more bell-like than the other tower. Somehow these bells with their very short
ropes seemed easier to handle, or it may have been the experience in the previous tower prepared us for it.
This, our last tower, was conveniently placed for what bell ringers like to do after ringing – have a jar of
summat. The Skew Bridge Alehouse, with 19 real ales, 9 ciders, wines and spirits, provided for that
important need.
On our ringing trip there was a broad experience to cater for; from those who are at call change level, up to
whatever, but all benefited from this day. Many thanks go to Peter for arranging it and also to the good
people of Rainford church who provided tea and coffee. I recently rang on West Gloucestershire, and,
being a fairly new ringer, they were surprised I handled their bells straight off but it is days like these that
help the likes of me gain confidence, and the more experienced a chance to spread further afield with their
expertise, so that church bells can ring out where they are sometimes silent.
Jean Walters
St Bartholomew’s, Meltham
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Quarters and Quizzes
Quarter after quarter, the fortnight flew along! Twenty three quarters, one peal, and a 480 by a new band
completed our tally. Not only that but it’s already appeared in Ringing World, (Issue 5562, December 1 st, pp
1193-4, and well done RW for being so quick). Congratulations all around, first timers, old timers, new
conductors, old conductors, and organisers; well done everybody. It’s done the Branch credit, and it’s
where we lay our foundations for next year’s ringing.
And then, of course, we held the Quiz night. If you didn’t go you missed a treat. Lightcliffe, where we
arrived to the
sound of yet
another
successful
quarter, proved
a great success
as always, with
Carole and
team putting on
a rare supper,
which even
included chips!
Andy was quizmaster and
teased us with
all those
questions
where we ought to know the answer, or did know but chose the wrong one. Jane came up trumps yet
again with her series of games, from an exotic egg and spoon race to emulating contortionists with hula
hoops.
Most disheartening to our team was watching our brilliant (?) straw and marshmallow tower slowly
collapse in a heap before it was judged!! All great fun with a packed house yet again. There were eventual
winners, Saltaire, obviously the team to watch next time, and we all went away smiling after a cracking do.
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Woodbine

Hoop game with Team

Move the Smarties from one
bowl to the other

Straw and Marshmallow
Tower Building Team Ginger

please see front page forTeam 2½ Geeks

Golf ball and spoon race with Barbara
from Ilkley and Stuart from Halifax
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Methodology – its past,
present and future
Before I get going with what shall probably
turn out to be a rambling mess, I should
describe what Methodology is for those not
yet familiar with it:
Methodology is an app for Android smartphones and tablets that is intended to serve the purpose of method reference and learning aid.
One of the fascinating things about ringing is that everybody seems to have their own way of learning a
method – there is no standard way of doing so. I tend to think visually, so I piece work together in terms of
patterns strung together, such as: a fishtail at the back, then something that resembles the start of
Stedman front-work in the upper middle, then the same thing mirrored at the back, etc. The actual place
numbers do not overly concern me; of course, it would be silly to suggest that I ring without any notion of
my place amongst the other bells, it’s just that my position emerges on a just-in-time basis while the
pattern scrolls through my mind . Why have I started to ramble already? It is, I hope, to illustrate that
Methodology allows you to customise your view of the line to create the greatest chance of success.

No numbers

Numbers!

When I get hold of a new installation of Methodology, the first thing I do is turn off the display of numbers.
This not only removes what I consider to be clutter, but it also allows you to show more of the line on the
screen. However, other ringers cannot process the line without the numbers present, and that is fine. You
can turn them back on.
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Methodology makes a stab at guessing what a bob and single
might be (if anything) for each method. It doesn’t always get
this right, and sometimes convention takes precedence over
logic, but it does its best (there’s still room for improvement),
and can provide context if so required.
A bob with context
Methodology provides two modes in which you can practise a
method – one that relies on listening and timing through
tapping the screen when it’s your place to ring in the sequence,
and another that uses three buttons to move up, make places,
or move down in the method. I rarely use the former, but
depend heavily on the latter. Again, I think that this is down to
my way of thinking, but I know that a lot of ringers use the
former (the first few versions of Methodology did not include
the former - I added it because a work colleague was
dismayed to find out that a ringing app couldn’t actually
reproduce the sound of a bell. So I went away and added the
sound of bells along with a way of ringing in. One of the regular
criticisms thata drops into my in-box is that my take on what a
bell sounds like is not really very satisfactory. I have yet to
receive a contribution of superior sounds.)

If you were to go to the Google Play Store and search for
“Methodology” it should appear at the top of the list of
results. You may already be wondering why it is called
Methodology, and having found it in the Google Play Store
listings, you may yet wonder why the app developer refers
to himself as Yorkshire Surprise. The answer to the first is
simple – I was looking for a name that did not explicitly
mention blue or line due to the prevalence of existing apps
that included these, and so opted instead to hijack a
perfectly innocent word that had little to do with the
subject, but with a little twisted logic applied to it, and
through squinted eyes, could almost infer the purpose of
the app. Corny, perhaps, but I like it.
The answer to the second question can be found in a story
of insecurity, innocence, enthusiasm, wasted years,
fanaticism, obsession, and a considerable dose of
nerdiness. Here goes:
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The past

My mother, perhaps recognising in me a susceptibility to addiction, warned me of the perils of drugs and
gambling when I was a youth. I don't blame her for not expanding this warning beyond the usual culprits,
for who could have predicted my response to the first pull on a sally. I had been lured - reluctantly - by a
ringer friend who was on the brink of emigration, and who wanted to find a replacement in gratitude for all
the hard work the tower captain had invested in him. He kept insisting that I would like it, but I could not
see the attraction of spending hours donging a bell. Not until I entered that ringing chamber for the first
time. The first few moments were awkward, the tower captain’s obvious deflation as I answered his eager
“are you a ringer” question with a negative. I saw in his fleeting look of disappointment the pain of having
welcomed numerous tubby thirty-somethings into his tower with no long term benefit having been
gained.
I watched the band pull their ropes, the tower captain barking orders and instructions, but I still did not get
it. Then, during a lull, and interrupting my drifting thoughts on how to make my excuses without coming
across as totally ignorant, the tower captain asked if I would like to have a go. How could I refuse at this
stage? But before I was able to yank on a rope, he started to tell me about ringing; its history, its science,
its strange language, its physical construction, its wackier elements, its traditions, its peculiarly English
origins, its eccentricities, its beer related shenanigans, and its sense of community and family. His
enthusiasm and delight in relaying all this broke down my defences. Then I had a go, only to find that it
was actually much harder than it looked. This was something that had to be mastered, or at least
improved upon to a point at which I wouldn’t feel like I could be pulled up through the hole into which the
rope disappeared, to be extruded in amongst the bells. So I went back the following week.
After that I wanted more, and I wanted it straight away. I could see what others were getting, and the
tower captain fed me titbits of tempting tasters with talk of methods and marathon ringing sessions (45
minutes at a go? Crazy!) in post-practice pub sessions, but my inability to get that bell under control
stymied my supply. So I found ways to get my fix away from the ropes - thinking about numbers swapping
when going to sleep, when lying in the bath, when driving to work, when walking in the hills, when
watching television, even when in the pub. When pen and paper were to hand I would find myself writing
line after line of numbers, the progressions evolving into what sometimes would become recognisable as
methods. What I struggled with initially was that every bell could follow the same pattern, yet all
permutations were present, and no two bells occupied the same space at any time. There is a beauty that
requires a certain level of understanding before it can be fully appreciated. However, as understanding is
attained, further mysteries unravel before your eyes. What is so simple to describe at the superficial level
becomes incredibly complex incredibly quickly.
I had to do something more before I became completely dysfunctional, and the rise of the smart-phone
was coincident with this time. I acquired an Android phone. Previous types of mobile phones had provided
the opportunity to run your own software, but these Android phones made everything so much easier,
with screens that enabled a useful rendition of a blue line. And so Methodology was born. This was my
first ever 'app', and it was pretty rough around the edges. I had written it for nobody but myself, and so,
when I pushed it on to the Google Play Store, was delighted that it was spotted almost immediately by a
few ringers who provided feedback.
So – why Yorkshire Surprise? Other ringing apps exist, and they tend to be published with the authors’
names attached. However, I felt hopelessly out of my depth, and was slightly nervous of invoking a
barrage of disparaging comment, for what was I but a novice, an upstart, and an offcumden in this new
world? So I picked a moniker to allow me to operate anonymously. I knew very little about what Surprise
meant in ringing terms, but the name amused me as I felt like a surprise. And I was born in Yorkshire, but
few seem to believe it
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The present

Methodology has now been available for download for over seven years, during which time it has matured,
taken on a few more features, and is generally a little less rough around the edges (yet stubbornly refuses
to become too smooth). It has been installed over 9,000 times, and has been installed in many countries
around the world, a small proportion of which do not even have a tradition of change ringing.
I have received many comments through various channels, some of which were actually quite nice. I did,
however, once get a review left on the Play Store stating that Methodology is rubbish, and that the poor
reviewer had wasted their time in bothering to install it. How I felt for that person, after having poured
hundreds of hours into developing, testing, and responding to support questions, that I had wasted what
must have been at least two minutes of their time.
I have had several exchanges with enthusiastic users of Methodology who have really felt the benefits of
the app, from those who have been able to quickly revise a method on the train whilst heading to a peal
attempt, to those who are trying to ring their first blows of Plain Bob. This is highly satisfying.
Some get in touch to let me know when there is Methodology related activity on Facebook (I don’t do
Facebook), which piques my curiosity. Maybe one day I should take the plunge and join up to get the
unedited version.
The most common question I receive is “can I release
Methodology for Apple phones?” The answer to this is
brief and unambiguous. I have even had people asking
me for the source code so that they can port it to other
platforms. It will never happen. This is not an
idealogical decision, but only that I don’t need the extra
hassle.
I have not released an update for quite a while (so
apologies to those who like newly named methods to
be available) but I have a side project on the go – to
grow a bell ringer from seed. I went into this project
with eyes wide open, but had little idea that the sapling
stage would be quite so labour intensive, and hence
force me to make difficult decisions on how to spend
limited free time – ringing wins over app development
on the whole.
Quite recently I was approached by a representative
from Belfree. Belfree is an outfit that has come up with
a wireless simulator system. The immediate benefit of this over existing wired solutions is that cables do
not have to be trailed between bells and ringing chamber. They have been working with PC based
software (e.g. Abel, BelTower) providers to ensure that their system is compatible, but it struck them that
a smart-phone based system would provide a relatively cheap and simple way to reap the benefits of
having a simulator. A secondary benefit of a wireless system is that you can move the sensors from tower
to tower with minimal fuss. If the only other thing you need is a phone and external speaker (possibly
Bluetooth), then you have the makings of a portable simulator.
I have managed to get as far as integrating Belfree into Methodology as a prototype, and now I need some
time to give it some polish. I hope that you will be hearing more about this over the coming months.
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The future

There are many ways in which Methodology could be improved, and I aspire to do so. As well as the
Belfree integration mentioned above, I would like it to update the method library independent of its own
updates, to be able to ‘ring’ pre-defined touches, to be able to define any number of your own bobs and
singles, and more...
I have written other ringing-related apps, only one of which has made it on to Google Play Store (called
Touchline, it is intended to provide a means by which compositions can be created, with splicing
possibilities. I t was written when I thought I would be getting into conducting more, but sadly this has
not really taken off yet, so the app has languished with even less attention than Methodology has
received). I wrote one that would display multiple methods at once (so I could compare Oxford Group
methods for the purposes of splicing), but this never quite made the grade for release.

Competition time?
My most recent effort (done about a year ago) focusses on the grid rather than the blue line, as I became
convinced that the grid, and ultimately ringing by notation, is the ultimate way to learn and understand a
method. I have not quite managed to put this into practice yet, but it sounds good.
The main thing that prevents me from publishing this one is the choice of a name. I have come up with
‘Methodical’ and ‘Grid Lock’. I am trying to get the right level of corniness whilst alluding to its purpose.
Ideas would be gratefully received (send to email at the bottom of this), and a credit would be provided in
the app should your idea be considered the best.

Methodical, Grid Lock...

...or something else…?

Please get in touch if you would like to make any suggestions, or would like to know more.
Thank you for making it this far through the ramble.
peter.j.tiley@gmail.com or yorkshiresurprise@gmail
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Getting shirty
The recent arrival of the latest Couture Collection at Kildwick means more than simple sartorial
splendour. A range of polos, hoodies and fleeces carry two closely-linked logos that symbolise the
growing together of the young MiniRingers and the adult inhabitants of the tower.

The “MaxiRingers” are making great progress and it is easy to take headline achievements as a
measure of the band.
In September, we gathered a band to celebrate my 70th birthday. We had three visiting helpers.
Bob Schofield was solid, but my son and daughter are rusty. (Jim hasn’t rung for some 25 years!)
They and three Kildwick ringers achieved a basic quarter of Bob Doubles so full of “firsts” that we
even got the briefest of mentions in “What’s Hot?” in the RW. During Quarter Peal Week, we had
a go at a longer piece, this time with just two pairs of visiting hands. No quarter, but a “480” was
scored. Ed has now rung a second quarter; this time on the treble. Gill will shortly have covered
to one – and young Ben won’t be far behind. To achieve this in just nine months with a new band
actually makes a remarkable statement about all the help we have had from our neighbours; from
Jane and from the Worth Valley Ringers (of whom we count ourselves honorary members!).
But, actually, headline achievements are probably not the best way to measure the progress of a
band. David and I learned to ring rather a long time ago. The September quarter was David’s first
for about 50 years! We have six complete novices and their progress varies in just the sort of way
that you might expect. Some are forging ahead while others are progressing more sedately – but
the important part, the part that makes me most proud of them all, is the way that they are a
band. A band that celebrates the triumphs of each one of them. They can’t all be there every
time. Granddad Pete works abroad at times. Tina can’t always make it and personal goals happen
at different times for each of us. We got, maybe, more pleasure in ringing real, genuine rounds on
five for our Patronal Festival last Thursday than we did for Ed’s first quarter. Theresa’s progress
was every bit as significant. She’s even learning to smile while ringing! Sometimes…
But we are also growing the two groups together. A year ago, the bell tower wasn’t really a great
place for youngsters but the larger of our MiniRingers are now getting to grips with the dummy
bell – and are beginning to ask about ringing the “big bells”. From the start, I’d never intended the
MiniRingers as a direct recruiting tool for the tower, but it is looking as though this may take
place. Two tower ringers are already involved with the young ones and two young ones are
considering the logistics of joining the Thursday evening band. (OK; it’s the parents doing the
considering!)
Let’s hope that the traffic will become two-way. The matching embroidery is quite deliberate!

Spotted all six bells in the logo?

Chris Wright, Kildwick
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The picture dated 1st July 1896 of Meltham ringers was taken in the garden of the Victoria Hotel,
Meltham, on the occasion of the marriage of Miss Armitage, the daughter of the publican J Armitage,
who is one of the bellringers, seen on the extreme left in his Sunday best. It should be noted that
then, as now, ringers helped out from other towers, because two are recoded as ringers from
Almondbury. 120 years later the present Meltham Ringers had a picture taken at exactly the same
spot, now the car park of the renamed Victoria Park. The location was originally a quarry opposite St
Bartholomew's Church, Meltham.
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